1. **Item:** Relocation of 3 MSS Bus Shelters

2. **Requesting Department:** Parking and Transportation Services

3. **Contact Names & Phone Numbers:** Robert Browand 832.842.5750

4. **Presenter:** Robert Browand

5. **Recommendation/Action Requested:** Information Item

6. **Summary:** This is necessary due to our elimination of the Campus Loop shuttle route. The three shelters are on that route and will no longer be a UH shuttle stop. We are moving them to other bus routes. The proposed locations are either residential or student service areas per the CFPC’s directive from 2010.

7. **Proposed Start Date:** August 1, 2016

8. **Supporting Documentation Description:** Pictures and Map of Proposed Locations Attached
Entrance 1 in front of the Student Center
Cullen in front of Stadium

Relocate slightly north